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Starr Fuentes

Contact

{Gain A deeper
Experience of
the Dimensions

Zabe Barnes is a master healing teacher who awakens 
spiritual seekers, practitioners, and teachers to new 
levels of healing and spiritual awareness.  Zabe is a 
healer’s healer and a teacher’s teacher as well as an 
author and gifted channel.  Healing methods that she 
developed are currently practiced and taught in 
eighteen different countries.  Grateful for the advanced 
teachingsteachings and profound healing she received during an 
extensive and life-changing apprenticeship with her 
teacher Starr, Zabe is honored to initiate other students 
and teachers into the powerful sacred mysteries and 

multiple higher dimensions of the Mayan Elders.

Zabe Barnes

After decades of study with shamans, healers, 
Curenderos and Masters, Starr Fuentes has dedicated 
her life to helping others with the full unfolding of their 
purposes, paths and destinies. A master healer, spiri-
tual teacher and intuitive, Starr teaches more than 400 
subjects, and has guided countless individuals down 

the path of healing, self-awareness and truth. 

She combines the use of modern psychological tools 
with ancient healing and shamanistic traditions, pre-
senting a fountain of information in a teaching style 
that is animated, dynamic, and full of life. She has 
trained over one-hundred teachers who continue to 
spread her alternative healing wisdom throughout the 
United States, Europe, Israel, Brazil, Australia, Canada 

and Asia.and Asia.

Starr Fuentes



Investment - $11,000September 9 - October 9, 2015

This event will be held 
in beautiful Gulf Shores, 
Alabama.  Much planning
 and organizing goes into 
choosing the location for 
such profound and 
deepdeeply energetic activities.
You will experience here an environment that is tailored for times
of focused study as well as relaxed enjoyment.
Room and board, meals are provided.

Glorious 
Retreat

Workbooks
Journals
CDs of Charts, Presentations & Data
100’s of Demonstrations
Certiicate of Dimensional Mastery

Tools You Will Receive
22 Weekday Classes
6 Days of Special Events

Class Content
144 Dimensions
New Perspectives of energy
Personal Work & Deep Clearing
WOW! Phenomena
Time Space Continuum
Universal Laws
LiLight Tools
Levitation
Teleportation
Ethics
High Magic from Various Traditions
Environmental Impact
Economic Impact
Field Field Trips as our Vibrations Allow

Topics of Study

Gain the experiences of a Third Eye Century

“Where the impossible becomes possible”

The human race needs to let go of self-imposed limitations of 
what is possible and impossible. The movement of this energy 
through the irst group of people in the dimensional stages 
breaking the hold of “physical plane laws” is essential to our 
growth this century.

MostMost of you have had the experience of moving dis-ease out of 
the body. Now it is time to move onto bigger things that affect 
the masses and the well being of all of this planet.

The untapped powers of the brain and mind, as vast as they 
are, pale in comparison to the untaped powers of the soul. 
Each of us carries within the ability to navigate the time-space 
continuum.

The Next Level

Most sacred teachings expose the student to 
certain dimensions. It takes many generations 
to bring together a map and the knowledge of 
dimensional states. The evolution of the mate-
rial plane manifestation of spiritual growth in 
the world has been completed up through the 
throat chakra. We can communicate anywhere 
instantinstantly, being limited only by the time it takes 
to get the equipment in place.

We are now moving into the “third eye” chakra 
and things here to fore considered to be myth or 
only accomplished by saints or masters are be-
coming a reality for the initiated.

the exception of dimensional states.  In the 144 
dimensions, all physical laws are voided and the 
impossible becomes possible. The knowledge of 
these dimensional states has been kept sacred 
by the shamans of indigenous tribes.

The world of physics holds 
true on the earth plane with 

Now it is the time for the 
third eye energies
to appear!{The

Dimensions
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